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UNIQUE EXPERIENCE LEADS TO REWARDING 
ECE CAREER IN NEW ZEALAND   

Xiaoxia Yang was drawn to NZTC’s 40-year history of empowering students 
to care, educate and serve.

Xiaoxia Yang

It was a unique and rewarding experience that first introduced 
Chinese student Xiaoxia Yang to the world of ECE.

“In 2017, I joined the 94th Peace Boat Global Voyage as a 
volunteer translator and interpreter, which is a Japan-based 
initiative that organises global voyages.

“There was a Montessori program run on the boat, where 
children could learn while they were travelling around the 
world with their parents. This experience inspired me to learn 
more about how children grow and how we can nurture this 
process.” 

After arriving in New Zealand with a working holiday visa not 
long after, Xiaoxia fell in love with the beautiful environment, 
encouraging her to stay and pursue her ECE endeavours.   

New Zealand Tertiary College (NZTC)’s 40-year history of 
empowering students to care, educate and serve particularly 
appealed to Xiaoxia, who is now looking forward to completing 
the Graduate Diploma in Teaching (ECE).

“Although I am still only partway through my program, I already 
feel more confident when working in my centre. I believe I can 
have more quality conversations with children now, and I can 
see the deep reasons behind their behaviours and how we can 
nurture them.

“Studying in New Zealand opens doors for me, allowing me to 
push my limits. Because English is not my first language, it is 
challenging, however I feel fully supported by NZTC.”

Xiaoxia is really enjoying NZTC’s unique blend of theoretical 
learning paired with Field Practice.

“This mode of study not only enables me to put theories into 
practice, but also provides me with ample opportunities to 
observe how my colleagues interact with children and cope 
with their behaviours, which fosters development and learning. 
From such experiences, I am able to constantly reflect on and 
improve my teaching.

 “The flexibility of my program also means I can enjoy living 
in a beautiful town without needing to be physically close to 
a campus. Being in charge of my own study schedule allows 
me the opportunity to still spend time on my hobbies such as 
snowboarding and hiking.”

“ENZ’s long term vision is for international education to contribute to a thriving and globally 
connected New Zealand through world-class education. This can only be achieved with 
partners who share this vision and commitment to excellence. I congratulate New Zealand 
Tertiary College on its 40th anniversary and commend its work to share New Zealand’s 
expertise with the world, particularly in early childhood education.” 

-   Grant McPherson, Chief Executive, Education New Zealand
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ECE teachers remain in high demandECE teachers remain in high demand
Early childhood teachers are in high demand in New Zealand. Many early 
childhood centres throughout the country are having to wait for long 
periods of time to fill vacancies as the demand for registered teachers in 
particular, far outweighs the current supply.

“Demand for early childhood teachers is expected to continue to grow due 
to a shortage of qualified and experienced early childhood teachers. There 
are also gaps left by many early childhood teachers leaving or retiring.

According to the Census, 30,798 early childhood teachers worked  
in New Zealand in 2018. However, this is not enough to meet demand.”

www.careers.govt.nz

STUDENTS SHARE THEIR FAVOURITE SPOTS IN AOTEAROA

From stretches of sandy bays in the north to glaciers in the south, New Zealand has something for 
everyone. We asked NZTC Graduate Diploma in Teaching (ECE) student, Tony Wang, to share his 
favourite place in the country and where he would like to visit next.

Top spot: Top spot: 

Oamaru

What to do there:What to do there:
We visited Oamaru last Christmas holiday. It’s a very pleasant 
place with many historical buildings, beautiful bays and a lovely 
little blue penguin colony. We also visited Moeraki Boulders 
which takes 30 minutes by car from Oamaru. The beach there 
has a lot of huge round rocks.

Where to next?Where to next?
We are going to visit the North Island after I graduate since we 
have never been there before.

Tony and his family taking in 

the sights of Oamaru.

Tony's son enjoying Moeraki 

Boulders.

Tony recommends the Oamaru Blue Penguin Colony.
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SUMMER SERIES – QUEENSTOWN

Take in the stunning views as you ride 480 metres 
above Queenstown in the steepest cable car in the 
Southern Hemisphere. You’ll be rewarded with 
panoramic views of Lake Wakatipu and the surrounding 
mountain ranges. Once you are done soaking in the 
scenery you can enjoy a thrilling down-hill luge ride. 
With both a beginners and advanced track, this must-do 
activity is suited for all.

For those seeking adventure, jet boating down the 
Shotover River should be high on the list. A short drive from 
Queenstown lies the75-kilometre long turquoise river. 
Not for the faint-hearted, you’ll zip through canyons and 
rapids, do 360 degree spins, all while enjoying a spectacular 
backdrop.

A short stroll from anywhere in Queenstown and you’ll 
find the country’s third largest lake. This Z-shaped lake 
(also New Zealand’s longest) was formed by ancient 
glaciers more than 15,000 years ago. The best way to 
explore this picturesque lake is on a leisurely cruise 
aboard the restored steamship, the TSS Earnslaw.  
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Jet boating

Skyline Gondola and Luge

Lake Wakatipu

NZTC’s flexible workplace learning options mean students can enjoy New Zealand’s beautiful 
summer season as they manage their own study schedules without the confines of a classroom. 
This month we dive into the South Island hotspot known as the adventure capital of the world – 
Queenstown.
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